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ABSTRACT 
Let E be an irdinite-dimensional non-archimedean Frechet space which is not isomorphic to any of 
the following spaces: cs,cs x KN,KN. It is proved that E contains a closed subspace without a 
Schauder basis (even without a strongly finite-dimensional Schauder decomposition). Conversely, 
it is shown that any closed subspace of CO x KN has a Schauder basis. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper all linear spaces are over a non-archimedean non-trivially valued 
field K which is complete under the metric induced by the valuation 1 - ) : 
K + [0, co). For fundamentals of locally convex Hausdorff spaces (1~s) and 
normed spaces we refer to [7], [5] and [6]. Schauder bases in locally convex 
spaces are studied in [2], [3] and [4]. 
Any infinite-dimensional Banach space of countable type is isomorphic (i.e. 
linearly homeomorphic) to the Banach space CO of all sequences in It6 converg- 
ing to zero (with the sup-norm) ([6], Theorem 3.16), so it has a Schauder basis. 
It is also known that any metrizable Its of finite type has a Schauder basis ([3], 
Theorem 3.5). In [lo] we proved that any infinite-dimensional metrizable lcs 
contains an infinite-dimensional closed subspace with an orthogonal Schauder 
basis. 
In [12] we constructed examples of nuclear Frechet spaces without a Schau- 
der basis (even without the bounded approximation property). Thus we solved 
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the problem stated in [3], whether any Frichet space of countable type has a 
Schauder basis. 
In this paper we obtain some results concerning the existence of closed sub- 
spaces without Schauder bases in Frtchet spaces. 
Let E be a Frechet space, which is not of finite type, such that none of its 
subspaces is isomorphic to CO. Developing the ideas of [l], we show that E 
contains infinitely many of pairwise-nonisomorphic closed subspaces with a 
strongly finite-dimensional Schauder decomposition but without a Schauder 
basis, and a closed subspace with a finite-dimensional Schauder decomposition 
but without a strongly finite-dimensional Schauder decomposition (Theorem 
2). 
Next, we prove that every infinite-dimensional FrCchet space, which is not 
isomorphic to any of the following spaces: CO, co x H”, H”, contains a closed 
subspace without a strongly finite-dimensional Schauder decomposition 
(Theorem 7). 
We also show that every infinite-dimensional metrizable lcs whose comple- 
tion is isomorphic to none of the following spaces: CO, CO x I-6”, KN, CON, con- 
tains a closed subspace without an orthogonal Schauder basis (Proposition 9). 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
The linear span of a subset A of a linear space E is denoted by lin A. 
The linear space of all continuous linear operators from a lcs E to itself will 
be denoted by L(E). 
A sequence (x,J in a lcs E is a Schauder basis of E if each x E E can be written 
uniquely as x = C,” 1 cx,x, with (Y,, E K, n E l+J, and the coefficient functionals 
fn : E + l&x + a,(n E N) are continuous. 
Let E be a lcs. A sequence (An) c L(E) is a Schauder partition of E if x = 
C,“= 1 A,x for all x E E. A Schauder partition (A”) of E is r-finite-dimensional 
(r E N) if sup,, dim A,(E) 5 r, strongly jinite-dimensional if sup,, dim A,(E) < 
00, and$nite-dimensional if dim An(E) < oo for all n E N. 
A Schauder partition (P,J of a Its E is a Schauder decomposition of E if 
P,P,,, = &,,,,P,, for n,m E N. Clearly, any lcs E with a Schauder basis has a 
strongly finite-dimensional Schauder decomposition. 
A lcs E has the bounded approximation property if there exists a sequence 
(An) c L(E) with dim A,(E) < 00, n E N, such that lim, A,x = x for all x E E. 
Of course any lcs E with a finite-dimensional Schauder partition has the 
bounded approximation property. 
By a seminorm on a linear space E we mean a function p : E + [0, 00) such 
thatp(ax) = I+(x) for all (Y E H, x E E andp(x + y) i max(p(x),p(y)} for all 
x, y E E. A seminormp on E is a norm if kerp :=.{x E E : p(x) = 0) = (0). 
The set of all continuous seminorms on a lcs E is denoted by P(E). A family 
t3 c P(E) is a base in P(E) if for everyp E P(E) there exists q E f3 withp < q. 
Every metrizable lcs E has a non-decreasing sequence of continuous semi- 
norms (pn) which forms a (non-decreasing) base in P(E). 
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A lcs E is offinite type if for each continuous seminorm p on E the quotient 
space E/ kerp is finite-dimensional. A met&able lcs E is of countable type if it 
contains a linearly dense countable set. 
A Frkchet space is a metrizable complete lcs. 
‘ILvo norms p,q on a linear space E are equivalent if there exist positive 
numbers a, b such that ap(x) < q(x) 5 bp(x) for every x E E. Every two norms 
on a finite-dimensional linear space are equivalent. 
Every n-dimensional lcs is isomorphic to the Banach space W. 
Let t E (0, l] and p be a seminorm on a linear space E. An element x E E 
is t-orthogonal to a subspace M of E with respect to p if p(ax + y) 2 
t max(p(ax),p(y)} for all (Y E K, y E M. A sequence (x,,) c E is t-orthogonal 
with respect to p if p(Cy=, CYiXi) 2 tIIlaX(p(CYiXi) : 1 5 i 5 n} for all n E N, 
Wr**., a, E R6. A sequence (x,) in a lcs E is orthogonal in E if the family 8 of 
all continuous seminormsp on E for which (xn) is l-orthogonal with respect to 
p forms a base in P(E). (In [a], a sequence (xn) in a normed space (E, I( . 11) is 
called orthogonal if it is l-orthogonal with respect to the norm )I . II.) 
An orthogonal sequence (x,,) of non-zero elements in a lcs E is a basic or- 
thogonal sequence in E. A linearly dense basic orthogonal sequence in a lcs E is 
an orthogonal basis in E. 
Let ( ta) c (0, 11. A sequence (xn) in a lcs E is (t&orthogonal with respect to 
(pa) c P(E) if (xn) is &-orthogonal with respect topa for every CY_ 
A sequence (x”) in a lcs E is orthogonal in E if and only if it is (t,)-orthogo- 
nal with respect to (p,) for some (ta) c (0, l] and some base (pa) in P(E) (cf.[3], 
Proposition 2.6). 
Let F be a subspace of a lcs E. A sequence (x,,) c F is orthogonal in F if and 
only if it is orthogonal in E ([3], Remark 1.2(i)). 
Every basic orthogonal sequence in a lcs E is a Schauder basic sequence in E 
([3], Proposition 1.4) and every Schauder basic sequence in a Frechet space F is 
a basic orthogonal sequence in F ([3], Proposition 1.7). In particular, every or- 
thogonal basis in a lcs E is a Schauder basis in E, and every Schauder basis in a 
Frtchet space F is an orthogonal basis in F. 
For any sequence (Ln) of finite-dimensional subspaces of a metrizable lcs E 
with dim L,, 2 n*, n E N, and any non-decreasing base (qk) in P(E) there exists 
a basic orthogonal sequence (y,J in E with yn E L,,, n E N, that is (tk)-orthogo- 
nal with respect to (qmk) for some (tk) c (0, l] and some subsequence (q,,J of 
(qk) ([ll], Theorem 2). In particular, any infinite-dimensional metrizable lcs 
contains a basic orthogonal sequence ([lo], Theorem 2). 
3. RESULTS 
Let E be a Frechet space, which is not of finite type, such that none of its sub- 
spaces is isomorphic to CO. Developing the ideas of [l], we shall show that E 
contains infinitely many of pairwise-nonisomorphic closed subspaces with a 
strongly finite-dimensional Schauder decomposition but without a Schauder 
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basis, and a closed subspace with a finite-dimensional Schauder decomposition 
but without a strongly finite-dimensional Schauder decomposition. 
Since E is not of finite type, then it contains an infinite-dimensional subspace 
G with a continuous norm. Let (v,J be a basic orthogonal sequence in G. It is 
easy to see that the closed linear span F of (v,J in E has a continuous norm. 
Clearly, F is a non-normable Frechet space and (v,J is an orthogonal Schauder 
basis of F. 
Let (I . Ik) be a non-decreasing sequence of norms on F which is a base in 
P(F) such that (vn) is (1)-orthogonal with respect to (I - lk), and I - Ik, I . Ik+l are 
non-equivalent for any k E N. Thus there exists a sequence (Nk) of infinite 
subsets of N with lim,,N,, Iv~(~Iv~I~~ 1 = 0, k E N. We can easily construct a 
partition (Ml) of N such that the set Mi fi ZVk is infinite for all i, k E N. Then 
liminf,,Mi Iv,lklv&:i = 0 for all i,k E N. Put 
N = {(Pi, . . . $6) E N6 :pl <p2$3 <p4,PS <P6,PI =113 -P2 =PS -P4 = 1). 
Let g be a one-to-one mapping from N x N2 onto N and W,, = MgtU) for 
u~Nx181~. 
For a subspace Y of F, f* E Y*, A E L(Y) and p, q E N we put [If*& = 
su~W(~)lIvl~~ : Y E V \ WL and I141p,q = SUPM~~IYI~~ v 6 P’\ CW 
We will need the following 
Lemma 1. Let u = ((p1,p2,p3,p4,pS,p6), (q,r)) E N x Rd2. The linear span of 
{vn : n E W,,} c F contains a subspace X,, with dim X,, = r + 1 such that for any 
r-finite-dimensional Schauder partition (Ak) of X,, we have 
maxWM,,s,+, : kc N,i= 1,3,5} >q. 
Proof. First we note that for all A, B > 0 and m, k E N there exist t E W,, with 
t > m and a E (K \ (0)) such that [a~,[, 5 A and (av&+, 2 B. Indeed, let b E K 
with 0 < Ibl < 1. Since liminf,, w, Ivnlklv&:, = 0, then there exists t E W, 
with t > m such that (vtlklv&~, 5 IblAB-‘. Let n be an integer with lb(“+’ 5 
Alv&’ < (bl”. Then Ib”+lvtlk 5 A and Ib”flv,lk+l 2 B. 
Thuswecanchooseinturn(x,+1,a,+I),...,(xl,al),(yl,bl),...,(y,+l,b,+l), 
(Z,+l,Cr+l),...,(Zl,Cl) Etvn : n E W,,} x (W \ (0)) such that: 
laix&, 2 qmaxi>j laixi], forj = r + 1,. . . , 1 (we assume that max8 = 0); 
lbjyj), 5 laixjl,,, lbj.vjI,, 2max{la~xjl,,,qmaxi<j lbiyil,} forj= 1,. . -,r+l; 
lcp& I min{mh laiXilp,, mini lbiYiIp, 1, 
lc~ZjIps 2 max{maxi laiXilp6,maxi lbiyiIP6, qmaxi>j IcirilP6} forj= r + 1,. . . ,I; 
Xl ,...Xr+l,Yl,..., Yr+l,ZI,.** , z,+ 1 are distinct. 
Then we have 
IbiYilpkt Icjzjlpk 5 Iajxjlpk and lcjzjlpk 5 la,+lx,+tl,, for l<j< r+ l,k= 1,2; 
Iajxjl,,, Icjzjlpk 5 Ibjyj(,, and Icjzil,, 5 Ib,+i~r+il~~ for 1 li I r+ l,k= 37% 
max{ lajxj IPk yIbjYj Ipk 1 L mini I cjzjl,,y l~+rzr+~l~~) for 1 li < r+ I,k= 5,6; 
&jxjl,, 5 laiXilplrqlb~Y~lp4 I lbj~jlP,,~lcjzjlP, I lcizilPs for 1 5 i <j 5 r + 1. 
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Let ej = ajxj + bjyj + cjzj, fj = ej for 1 5 j 5 Y, and 
e,+l =a,+l~,+l+b,+ly,+l+c,+l~,+l-~~=~cjz~,fr+~ =EJZ: ej. 
It is easy to see that: 
lf?jl, = (CZjXjlpk for 1 5 j 2 r+ 1,k = 1,2; 
lejl,, = Ibj_Yjl, for 1 < j 5 r + 1, k = 3,4; 
Ifjlp,=~/zjlp,forl Ij<r+l,k=5,6; 
max{leil,, lejl,,, lejl,’ leilp,, l_hl,;‘lfjl,,) I 4-l for 1 I i < j I r + 1. 
Henceforall&,...,d,+l ~Kwehave: 
] C,rTIi djejb = I xJI!i djajxjlpk fork = 1,2; 
I ;r=irz : djejlpk = I EJz: djbjyjlpk for k = 3,4; 
1 C,rL: djfil, = I C,rLl djcjzjlpk fork = 5,6. 
Let X,=lin{ej: 1 Ijlr+l}. Then X,.=lin{fj: 1 <jsr+l}, and 
dim 1, = r + 1. Thus there exist ej, f; E Xi for 1 5 j 5 I + 1 such that 
e;(ei) =fi*U;:) = Sji for 1 Ij,i L: r+ 1. Clearly, fi* = e; - ez+l for 1 5 j 5 r, 
andfr*+, = e;+l. 
Let1 IjLr+l,k=1,2andxEX,.Then 
Hence Ile;II,, 5 ]e.l-‘. Since leJ(ej)l = 1, then IleJII, 1 Iejr,;‘. Thus 1 JPk 
IleT IIPk = Iejl&, for 1 5 j I r + 1, k = 1,2. Similarly we obtain that 
IleJ&, = lejlik , for 1 5 j 5 r + 1,k = 3,4, and 
I~~/!,,~ = Ifjl,‘, for 1 <j 5 r+ 1,k = 5,6. 
Let (Ak) be an r-finite-dimensional Schauder partition of X,. Let k E N. Put 
Sk = max({lef&ei] : 1 5 i <j 5 r + 1) U {le;Akejl : 1 5 i <j 5 r + l}U 
{If~Akfr+~l : 1 5 j I r}). 
We prove that le;AkelI 5 Sk. Since dim&(&) 5 r then there exist 
dl,. ..,d,+l EK and joE{l,. . . ,r + 1) such that x;z: djAkej = 0 and 
maXi ldjl = IdjO1 = 1. Hence &,&,I = I - ~jzjo d,~‘djeJoAkejl 5 Sk. For 1 5 
jsrwehave 
le;Akej - eF+ 1 &%+lI = l.f;M+~ - ,s e;Akei + 2 e:+ lAkei1 5 Sk, 
i=l 
sincef; = eJ - er+l,f,+l = C:=:’ ei.Thus le;Akei - eTAkej[ 5 Sk for 1 5 i, j 5 
r i- 1. Hence (f?;&l( 2 max((eidke~ - ejO&jO(, &,A&,(} 5 Sk. 
Let1 <i<jIr+l.Thenwehave 
ie;Akejl i Ile$,, lAkei/,, 5 Ile$,, ~~Ak~~pl,P2~ej~P2 = 
Ieil,’ leiIpzIIAkllp,,P2 5 4-l IIAkllP,,P,, 
IejtAkeiI I IleJl,, iAkeilp3 I llejtll,, llAkllP3,P41eilp4 = 
lejl~~ 14p411AAlp,,p, I q-11141ps,p4~ 
Let 1 5 j 5 r. Then we obtain 
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Thus le;Akei) 5 Sk 5 q-’ maX{\\Ak&i,Pi+, : i = 1,3,5}, k E fU Hence we have 
1 = I CT= 1 f$Akel I I maxk le;Akel) 5 4-l max{ IIAkjlpi,pi+l : k E N, i = 1,3,5}. 
Itfollowsthatmax{]]A~Jl,,,,+, :kEN,i= 1,3,5} 24. q 
Let P, be the natural linear projection from F onto the closed linear span F,, of 
{%I : n E Wu} c F for u E N x N2. Clearly, {PU : u E N x IV’) forms a Schau- 
der decomposition of F. 
Let X’ be the closed linear span of lJ{X” : u E N x N x {r}} c F for r E N 
and let X be the closed linear span of lJ{Xr : r E N} c F. 
Using Lemma 1 we obtain the following 
Theorem 2 
(a) Let r E N. The closed subspace X’ of E has an (T + l)-finite-dimensional 
Schauder decomposition and admits no r-finite-dimensional Schauder partition. 
(b) The spaces X’, Xs are non-isomorphicfor distinct r, s E N. 
(c) The closed subspace X of E has a finite-dimensional Schauder decomposi- 
tion and admits no strongly3nite-dimensional Schauderpartition. 
Proof. (a) Since PJX’) = X, for v EN x N x {r} and Pr(X’) = (0) for 
v EN x fW x (N \ {r}), then {P,(X’ : v EN x tW x {r}} forms an (r + l)- fi- 
nite- dimensional Schauder decomposition of X’. 
Suppose, by contradiction, that X’ has an r-finite-dimensional Schauder 
partition (Bk). By the Banach-Steinhaus theorem ([5], Theorem 3.37), the op- 
erators Bk, k E N, are equicontinuous. Hence there exists (pi,p2,ps,p4,p~6) E 
N and a constant C > 0 such that 
m;x lBkxlpi I C(x(r,+, for x E X’, i = 1,3,5. 
Let q E N with q > C and u = ((p,,pz,p3,p4,p5,p6),q,r). Then u E N x N2 and 
P,( X’ is a linear projection of X’ onto X,, and ]P&lk I I& for all x E F, k E IN. 
Let Ak = (P,Bk)[X,, k E N. Then (Ak) is an r-finite-dimensional Schauder par- 
titionof X,. Let k E N,x E (XU\ {O}),i= 1,3,5.Then 
Hence max{l141Pi,Pi+, :kEN,i= 1,3,5} <q,contrarytoLemmal. 
(b) It follows by (a). 
(c) Since PJX) = X,, for 21 E N x N2, then {PJX : v E N x Ri2} forms a fi- 
nite-dimensional Schauder decomposition of X. Suppose, on the contrary, that 
X has an r-finite-dimensional Schauder partition (Ak) for some r E N. Let P’ 
be the natural projection of F onto the closed linear span F’ of U{Fv : ZI E 
N x h4 x {r}} C F and Bk = (P’Ak)jX’,k E fV. Since P’IX is a continuous lin- 
ear projection of X onto X’, then (Bk) is an r-finite-dimensional Schauder 
partition of X’, contrary to (a). Cl 
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By the proof of Theorem 2 we obtain the following 
Corollary 3. Any non-normable Frt!chet space F with a continuous norm and with 
a Schauder basis contains an infinite-dimensional closed subspace without a 
strongly finite-dimensional Schauder decomposition. 
In order to get our next theorem we need three lemmas. The first one is a simpie 
modification of Proposition 2.2, [9]. 
Lemma 4. Let n E N. Let qt , q2 be norms on an n-dimensional linear space E. 
Then for any t E (0,l) there exists a basis (~1,. . . , u,) of E that is t-orthogonal 
with respect to q1 and q2. 
Proof. We prove this lemma by induction. It is clear for n = 1. Assume that it is 
true for n = k. We show that it is true for n = k + 1. Let t E (0,l). Put 
s = t’l(k+2). Let cfi, . . . , fk + 1) be an s-orthogonal basis of (E, 41) ([6], Theorem 
3.15(iii)). Set a := maxj(q2V;)/qiV;)). Then ql(x) 2 a-‘sqz(x) for all x E E. Let 
1 I m 5 k + 1 with (q2&)/ql(fm)) = a and let (ei, . . . , ek+ 1) be a basis of 
E such that et = fm and ei+ 1 is t-orthogonal to lintel,. . . , ei} with respect to 
qZfori= l,... , k ([a], Lemma 3.14). Put V = lin(e2,. . . , ek+l}. For (~1 E K, e E 
V we have qz(alel -t-e) 2 Jkqz(cYlel) and ql(alel + e) 2 a-‘sqz(alel +e) 2 
a-lsk+ 1 qz(c.ulel) = sk+l qr(olel); hence qz(olel +e) L skmax{q2(olel),qz(e)} 
and ql(crlel +e) 2 sk+l max{ql(alet),ql(e)} ([6], Lemma 3.2). By the as- 
sumption there exists a basis (~1 , . . . , Vk) of I/ that is s-orthogonal with respect 
to qt and q2. It is clear that (ei , ~1, . . . , vk) is a basis of E which is t-orthogonal 
with respect to q1 and q2. Cl 
Lemma 5. Let E be an infinite-dimensional Frechet space of countable type, that 
is not isomorphic to any of thefollowingspaces: co, CO x K”, lKN. Then E contains 
a non-normable closed subspace with a continuous norm. 
Proof. Let @k) be a non-decreasing base in P(E). Consider two cases. 
Case I: There exists m E N such that dim(kerpk/ kerpk+ 1) < cc for any 
k 2 m. Then F = kerp, is a Frechet space of finite type. Thus F is isomorphic 
toK”ortoK~forsomen=0,1,2,..., and it is complemented in E ([8], Cor- 
ollary g.l(iv)). Any complement of F in E is a non-normable closed subspace 
with a continuous norm. 
Case 2: There exists an increasing sequence (nk) in N with 
dim(kerp,/ kerp,,, , ) = oo for any k E N. Let Fk be a subspace of kerp, such 
that dim& = 00 and (Fk rl kerp,i+l ) = (0). By Theorem 2, [ 1 l](see Pre- 
liminaries) there exists a basic orthogonal sequence (y,,) in E such that the set 
{n E N : yn E Fk} is infinite for any k E fU Let X be the closed linear span 
of (m) c E. Then there exists a non-decreasing base (qk) in P(X) with q1 = 0 
such that (yn) is (I)-orthogonal with respect to (qk) and the set Dk = 
{n E N : y, E (ker qk- I \ ker qk)} is infinite for any k E N. Denote by & the 
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closed linear span of {y,, : n E Dk} c X, k E N. For any n E N, X, is an infinite- 
dimensional Frtchet space and q,,lXn is a continuous norm on X,. If X,, is non- 
normable for some n E N, then the proof is complete. Otherwise, X, is iso- 
morphic to CO for any n E N. 
For any (xn) E n,“i X, the series C,“i x, is convergent in A’, since 
q&,,) = 0 for all n,k E N with n > k. Let P,, be the natural projection from X 
onto X,, n E N. Clearly, (P,) is a Schauder decomposition of X. By the open 
mapping theorem ([5], Corollary 2.74), the map P : X + n,“= 1 X,, x + (P,x), 
is an isomorphism. 
Thus X is isomorphic to c0 . ’ For any Frechet space G of countable type, co” 
contains a closed subspace isomorphic to G ([3], Remark 3.6). Hence X con- 
tains a non-normable closed subspace with a continuous norm (see e.g. 
WI)* 17 
Lemma 6. Let E be a non-normable Frechet space with a continuous norm and 
with ajnite-dimensional Schauder decomposition (P,,). Then E contains a non- 
normable closed subspace F with a Schauder basis. 
Proof. Let (t-k) be a non-decreasing sequence of norms on E that forms a base 
in P(E). By the Banach-Stainhaus theorem the operators P,,,n E N, are 
equicontinuous. Thus the norms pk(x) = max, rk(P”x), x E E, k E N, are 
continuous. Since rk 5 pk, k E N, then (pk) is a base in P(E). For any x E E 
the sequence (P,x) is (l)-orthogonal with respect to (pk). Indeed, let x E E, 
kcN and (a,)cK with a,=a,,,+l=+--=O for some mEN. Then 
pk(ajPjx) = max, rk(Pn(aiPix)) = rk(&Pjx) for any i E hi, andpk(xF 1 a$jx) = 
ma% rk (pn (cz I a$jX)) = ma& rk(&P,X) = maxipk(ajPiX). 
Since E is non-normable, then there is an increasing sequence (mk) c N such 
that pmk and pme+, are non-equivalent for any k E N Put qk = pmk for k E N. 
Let t E (0,l). Let k f N. Put E,, = Pn(E), s, = dim En, n E N. By Lemma 4, 
there exists a basis (e;, . . . , e:‘J of En, n E N, that is t-orthogonal with respect to 
qk[E, and qk+11E,. The sequence (x,“),“=, = (ei, . . . ,ei, ,4,. . . , $, . . .) is line- 
arly dense in E, and it is t-orthogonal with respect to qk and qk+ 1. Indeed, let 
mE N,at ,..., a: ,,..., $, . . . , a: E K and x = Cy= 1 (C;r”= 1 a/e/). Then 
+> = ecE:=‘=1 P”4 = maxi<.<,q#,x) = maxl<.I,q~(C~l a,“$) L - - 
t maxl~.~,(maxi~i+. qj(afe/)) forj = k, k+ 1. 
For any sequence (xn) c E, which is t-orthogonal with respect to qk and 
qk+ 1, we have: 
(*1) inf{(qk(X)/qk+l(X)): X E lin(Xn : n c N)} 2 t $f(qk(Xn)/qk+l(Xn)); 
(*2) v{(qk(x)/qk+ lb)): xElin{& : n c N}} 5 t-’ sUP(!7k(xn)/qk+ 1 (Xn)). 
n 
Indeed, let m E IV, al, . . . a,EK,x=C~=,aixi. For some io,joE{l,..., m} 
We have maXi qk(fZiXi) = @(s(ioXio) alld X’IlaXi qk+ 1 (a&) = qk+ 1 (aj,,Xj,). Then 
(qk(X)/qk+ 1 (X)) = (qk(Ci aiXi)/C?k+ 1 (xi &Xi)) 2 
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(tmaxiqk(aixi)/maxiq~+l(aixi)) 2 
(tqk(aj~xj~)/qk+l(aj~Xi,)) 2 finfn(4k(Xn)/qk+l(Xn)), and 
(qk(x)/qk+l(x)) = (qk(Ciaixi)/qk+l(Ciuixi)) 5 
(maxi qk(@Xi)/t maxi qk+ 1 (&xi>) 5 (qk(@&)/tqk+ 1 (&oxio>) 5 
t-l ~up,(qk(xn>/~k+l(xn>). It fObW (*l) and (*2). 
SinCe qk j qk + 1 are non-eqUiVdent norms on E and the sequence (X,“),” , 
is linearly dense in E, we have inf{(q&)/qk+ i(X)) : x E lin{x,k : n E hi}} = 0. 
By (*I), we obtain inf,(&,k)/qk+i(x,k)) = 0. Thus for some an increasing 
sequence (ni) C N we have (qk(X,k,)/qk+i(~~~)) 5 i-l, i E N. Put Ei = 
lin{$, : i 2 m} for m E N. Clearly, dim Ek = 00, m E N. By (*2), we get 
(*3) SUP (qk(X)hk+ l(x)) 5 (tm)-‘. 
XEEi 
By Theorem 2, [II], there exists an orthogonal sequence (y”) in E such that 
for any k,m E N there is n E N with y, E Ek. Let F be the closed linear 
span of (yn). Then (y,J is a Schauder basis of F. From (Q) we have 
inf,,(qk(yn)/qk+i(y,)) = 0,k E N. This follows that norms qkjF,qk+ljF on F 
are not equivalent for any k E N. Since (qklF)pC1 is a base in P(F), then F is 
non-normable. 0 
By Lemmas S,6 and Corollary 3 we obtain the following 
Theorem 7. Let E be an infinite-dimensional Frechet space, which is not iso- 
morphic to any of thefollowing spaces: CO, co x H”, MN. Then E contains an in- 
finite-dimensional closed subspace without a strongly$nite-dimensional Schuuder 
decomposition. 
Corollary 8. Any non-normuble Frechet space with a continuous norm contains a 
closed subspuce without a Schuuder basis. 
Clearly any closed subspace of CO has a Schauder basis; it is also known that 
any closed subspace of KN has a Schauder basis (see Introduction). Now we 
prove that any closed subspace of CO x KN has a Schauder basis too. 
Proposition 9. Any infinite-dimensional closed subspuce of CO x ltdN is iso- 
morphic to one of the following spaces: CO, CO x It6 N, MN. In particular any closed 
subspuce of co x KN has u Schuuder basis. 
Proof. By Lemma 5 it is enough to show that any infinite-dimensional closed 
subspace F of CO x KN with a continuous norm is normable. Put 
for k E N, Q = (cY~) E co and p = (/$) E HN. Clearly, (pk) is a non-decreasing 
base in P(co x KN) and there exists t E N such that prlF is a norm on F. Let 
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qk =pr+#,Mk = Ffl {(a,p) E CO x !6” : ,f%+k+i = O},k E IV Then h!fk < F, 
dim(F/kfk) 5 1 and qkj& = qk+ iI& k E Ihl. 
Let k E N. If ikfk is a closed subspace of the normable space (F, qk), then the 
normsqk,qk+ 1 areequivalent. Indeed, let xk E (F \&),dk = inf,,,+f, q&k-m) 
and ak = dk(qk(Xk))-l. Then F = lin({xk} + kfk), ak > 0 and fjk(oxk + PYZ) >
akqk(o;Tk) for all a E N, m E i%&. By Lemma 3.2, [5], we obtain that 
Hence for all a E 116, m E Mk and bk = (qk+ 1 (xk)/qk(xk)) we have ., 
qk+ 1 (axk + m> < bk max{qk(axk), qk(m)) i &kqk(QXk + m>. 
Thus the norms qk, f&k+ 1 are equivalent. This follows that for any k E N the 
norms qk, f&+ 1 are equivalent on a dense subspace Fk of (F, qk). 
We shall prove that the normable space (F,ql) is complete. Let ($) be a 
Cauchy sequence in (F, 41) and kjl = n, n E N. Then there exists a subsequence 
(k:) of (kjl) such that qlcf:, -hi+,) < n-‘,n E N. Since Fl is a dense subspace 
of (F, 41) , we can choose a” sequence (‘j$) c Fl with q1 fJ$ -fG) < n-l, n E N. 
Clearly @$) is a Cauchy sequence in (F, 41). Since the norms 41, q2 are equiva- 
lent on FI and @, ) c Fl , then (r$ ) is a Cauchy sequence in (F, qz). In this way 
we can choose ih turn for ever; v E N a subsequence (k,“) of (k,“- *) with 
GA& -J$+,) < n-5 
n-l,&? E N. 
n E N, and a sequence &i+ ’ ) c F, with qA_j$ -f$“) < 
For any n E N there exists s E N with s > n such that k,“$ = 4. Since 
q&e -fG+,) < i-‘,n I i 5 s - 1, then q&G -fl”+,) < n-l. Moreover 
It+1 
%rv+; -f<!/) = q*v; -f<’ 1) < s-’ < n-‘. 
Hence qA&, -f;:,‘) < n-l, n E N. This follows that qi(fG -f :$I’) -+ 0 for any 
i E IN Thus (&!l,)“~~ a Cauchy sequence in F. Let f be the li&# of (j$ in F. 
Since 
41v.i -fk) L ,<~~~_ldfii -f$l) i l<~~$_lqu.$ -f$‘) 
-- -- 
< n-l ,nE N 
and q1 Vk -f) + 0, then q1 VA -f) -+ 0. Hence q1 V,’ -f) --) 0, because V_) 
is a Cauchy sequence in (F, 41). Thus we have proved that the normable space 
(F, 41) is complete. 
By the open mapping theorem ([4], Corollary 2.74) the Frtchet space F is 
normable. q 
Finally, we obtain the following 
Proposition 10. Let E be an infinite-dimensional metrizable lcs whose completion 
X is not isomorphic to any of the following spaces: co, co x MN, Dd”, ct. Then E 
contains a closed subspace without an orthogonal Schauder basis. 
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Proof. It is enough to consider the case when E has an orthogonal Schauder 
basis (m). Then (J+,) is an orthogonal Schauder basis of X. Let (qk) be a non- 
decreasing base in P(X) with q1 = 0 such that (yn) is (I)-orthogonal with re- 
spect to (qk). Put Dk = {n E t+i : yn E (kerqk_ 1 \ kerqk)}, k E hi Denote by x, 
the closed linear span of {y” : n E Dk} in X. As in the proof of Lemma 5 we 
obtain that X is isomorphic to fir’ 1 X,. If all the Fr&chet spaces &, k E N, are 
normable, then X is isomorphic to one of the following spaces: CO, cox 
H”, K”, CON, contrary to our assumption. Thus, for some m E N the space X, is 
non-normable. Clearly, {y,, : n E D,,,} is an orthogonal Schauder basis of X, 
and qmJXm is a continuous norm on X,,,. Hence, by the proofs of Lemma 1 and 
Theorem 2, there exists a linear subspace V of lin{y, : n E Dm} such that the 
closure Vi of V in X, has no Schauder basis. Then the closure Vr of V in E has 
no orthogonal Schauder basis. Cl 
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